# ratio of interactions to individuals round(sum(ants)/(table(rowSums(ants)+colSums(ants)!=0)),1) # simulating the values. a and b are randomly set to 30 and 5, respectively.Notice that the choice does not affect the results as we are only interestedin exploring how the proportion of known dyads changes with the ratio of interactions to individuals. # This process can take a few minutes depending on the size of the database. # observed proportion of known dyads 1-round(sparseness(ants),2) # First, transforming matrix into random sequence of interactions ants.1 <-ants dom.data <-data.frame(interact.number=1:sum(ants.1), winner=NA,loser=NA) ids <-rownames(ants.1) count <-1 for (i in 1:nrow(ants.1)) { for (j in 1:ncol(ants. rm=T)), + color="red", linetype="dashed", size=1) p+ geom_vline(aes(xintercept=mean(reps, na.rm=T)),color="red", linetype="dashed", size=1)
